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Welcome to our review of Raycon E25 vs Raycon E55. Both are surprisingly typing, whether you are stuck in whether to select Raycon E25 or Raycon E55 then read our buyer's guides and decide for yourself. First quit talking about raycon e25. Raycon E25 ReviewRaycon E25 is the cheapest compact for your daily work. Made to provide more efficient
sound than any kind of ear to its size. It has the latest Bluetooth 5.0, which guarantees a fixed link, to attached without issue and all Bluetooth allow up to 33 feet away. Raycon E25 Goodies are so light that you will certainly fail to remember that you are using them! They are ergonomically designed to ensure you a safe fit while ensuring fatigue-free ears as
well as resistant comfort. Raycon E25 are water-proof ears as well as being constructed for any kind of way to live. Go ahead and use them in the rain, for lifelong, excellent as to exercise marks, to run, run, treking, yoga, intraneur, gym shipping, take a trip. E25 wireless earphones are your submerse of rich and high-alleviation audio and a deep as well as
powerful fibas that make you feel all in the music. The Raycon E25 blood wire can last for more than 6 rs play on a solitary charge. The free billing situation gradually integrates 388 mAh battery that can charge your embarrassing as much as 3 times while on the move when fully loaded. Raycon E25 is available in many other color options. The ears can be
found in blue, gold, red and green, lifted gold and white. The Raycon features E25Easy two-stage pe.24 hours of battery life and case charges. Enjoy high allegation sounds, deep and powerful firings. IPX 4 time and sweat resist. Raycon E55 ReviewThese are the highest of the diabuds in raycon with some amazing features. The performance of the Raycon
E55 blood wire can last for about 6 hours playing on a single charge. When fully loaded, the compact case can charge your merchandise up to 6 times while on the go. The charging case offers up to 36 hours of battery life and can be wirelessly charged or loaded with the included cable tv. These ears will last more than nights and then some. The case is
fully compatible with a Qi-compatible loaded subjects so you can load on-the-go. The curve of the raycon E55 earbud is developed to match the natural form of the human ear for the best possible fit. Paired with the best selection from one of our five sizes in gel insights (designed in with each purchase). The E55 raycon provides balanced high-field noise
balancing. Bass enhanced audio cores combined with the latest chipset to keep you tuned to your preferred music and podcasts throughout the day. The Raycon E55 features better battery life including more overall playback time and charging cases. Comes with Bluetooth 5.0 and can easily be paired. IPX 4 weather and sweat reziste.li case is fully
compatible with a Qi-compatible loaded martha.Raycon E55 Vs. E25When compared to currently Raycon it is mostly a matter of preferably. Each phone set is great in their own right, but the E25 is slightly cheaper, smaller, and lighter while E55 costs you more. The Raycon E55 has curve design for more comfort and 36 hours of playback that is more than
E55. You can find these in amazon if available or through rayconglobal websites. Many people have issues like raycon e25 by charge, raycon e25 only one working, raycon e25 multiple device e25 e25 straight ebud not working, how to turn off raycon e25, raycon e55 manual etc you can contact raycon customer support or you can also comment here 
Tweet New to the Dungeon and make a name for itself online , E25 at Raycon has just arrived for a review. At $79, this true wire earphone offers 6 hours of battery life, a thin profile, and a celebrity endorsement by Ray J. But how does this budget true sound early earless? Raycon E25 sports a simple high-profile fit. In my case, my giant ears swallow the
right ones. But folks with smaller ears should be just fine, too. These little ears slipped inside the case included charging. There's 24 hours of play available in the case, in addition to 6 hour battery life on the ears themselves. Running on Bluetooth5.0, the E25 supports HSP, HFP, A2DP, and AVRCP codecs. Fear looks unlikely and relatively painless. Loading
the case can be accomplished using the supplied micro-USB cable. Extra eartips also come included. This latest accessories will have a great impact on noise isolation, and finding the right fit remains critical. That being said, for my tests, I found the isolation just an embarrassing shadow when out on the street. However, here at the review desk, this phone
does a pretty good job of locking out any extinguing noise. The E25 also features an IPX4 rating for sweat- and water-resistance. Calling quality comes across as decent, though I find myself my voice project a little more to be heard better. That being said, other voices come through beautiful and clear callings on the E25. Low end heavily on their fint and
possibly a little light on detail, the E25 offers a heavily endless and robust low end. Granted, this is not a low end to the audiofile, there are still some quality just audio here. Add to this a rousing, powerful bas answer, and you get a fairly drastic sound that will have basheads switched off. Midrange Recessed and Not So-Present, amidst the show a tendency to
lose some of the clarity at the low end. Once a guitar bass short legs in, it starts to eat away the lower middle. As a result, certain tracks sound flat or lacking. However, this really depends on the track in question, and some pop tracks seem to escape this pitfall if they don't have too much going on at the lower end of the midrange. High End rolled off, the high
end feels a bit underneath on its own, but even more when compared to the bars. Improvement to this sound is that it always works well with classic or pop where high scores could sometimes get a sharp or uncomfortable. However, for most tracks, the result seems to be missing in detail. This, coupled with the outlines that are reccessed with heavy bars,
lead to a lopsided sound extracted from certain genres – pretty much anything about the location of rock, hip-hop, and pop. Sonstage Due to the ear in-ear, true wireless design, A Raycon E25's sonstage will not offer the best sense of sonstage. Indeed true, despite an iota of depth, the sense of space still feels pretty narrow. Musical instruments and
teachers tend to overlap, you lose food from the same points around you. While this may not be a great deal for some pop, hip hop, and rock tracks, it prevents those earphones from excellent with any other listening materials. Jacket summary and not all that detailed, the Raycon E25 feels like dreaming a bashead true wire earephone. However, to listen that
has the more electric flavor, this ear can fall flat. This thick, heavy sound seems pasable for pop, rock, and hip hop, but can't do justice to many other styles. At $79, this happiness only feels like a negligence if you want a cannons bas. Headphone Dungeon notes by most measurements, this feels early lacking in some key areas of the frequency range.
However, it still has a solid fit and good battery life, as well as high-quality okay relay. Personally, I would recommend to Strasbourg and Wagner SW-TW401. At an even lower price, this earphone offers a similar fit while supplying much more detail to its sound. While not as bassy or as long in battery life, it still offers a more adaptive sound for multiple styles.
Is there any role in which the Raycon E25 still holds its own? Sure, if you're a bashead. Then this phone might actually constitute a 4-skull earphone. Get the Raycon E25 for the best price here: Amazon Headphone Dungeon can receive commissions of offers sold in detail. Top reviews Most Recent reviews test results sense of contract test result Type In-ear
Settings Close-Back Wireless T Wireless Nois Cancellation No Mic Yes Transducer Dynamics Raycon E25 is okay the mixed use of in-ear phones. They have a comfortable fit that's well suited for sports and a satisfactory quality built quality. They're among the lighter and smaller in-ears we've tested so far, but contrary to their size, they have a rather low-
heavy sound that may not please be all heard. Moreover, they lack high-end features such as active noise cancellation, and app support for customization. It's worth noting their availability can be somewhat limited, though they can be easily purchased through Raycon's website. All in all, if you're looking for a basic pair of truly delirium wire to take to the gym,
they'll do just fine. 6.6 Mixed Usage 4.9 Neutral Sound 7.4 Commute / Travel 8.0 Sport / Capacity 6.6 Office 4.7 Wire Gaming 4.6 Wired Gaming 6.0 Phone Call Update 8/27/2020: Updated text for accuracy and keys. Update 2/5/2020: Convert to Test Bench 1.4. Sort Categories ─────────── Ratings Mixed Usage Neutral Sound Commute/Travel Office
Wireless Gaming Wired Phone Gaming Phone Call Categories All Sound Design Isolation Microphone Active Features These active Connections fairly small waists have a low profile, so they don't stick out of the many ears. Each earbud has a physical button for controls and is marked with the Raycon logo. The glossy finish picks up fingerprints easily. If
you're the color-coordinated type yourself and your ward, you'll be happy to remember they're available in a very broad range of eye-affirming colors. Weight 0.02 lbs Clamp Strength 0.0lbs these in-ears are small and comfortable to wear, which is good for people with little ears. They need to be deeply inserted into the channel's ears for stability and isolation,
which can be uncomfortable for some. Different type sizes are provided for fit and comfort. OS Compatibility By OS Specific Ease Using Good Decent Feedback Dial/Music Control Wi Control Wi Control Microphone By Mixed Channel Noise Cancellation Control No speak-in no additional control voice assistant Raycon E25 has a physical occupation scheme.
It's easy to use, and the buttons are clicked, but there are no audio signals when using them except for a voice prompt when turning them on and off for fear. Avg.Temp.Difference 0.8 C True punishment is eternally wireless. They should not cause any problems with heat, making them a good choice for sports. L 1.1 W 1.2 H 0.6 Volume 0.8 Cu. Transmitter
Required No such earbuds are exceptionally portable. Both the buds and charging cases are among the smallest that we've tested so far, so they should fit easily in most pockets or bags. Hard type can L 2.2W 1.5 H 1.1 Volume 3.6 Cu. Inch the Raycon E25 case loaded is good. It's small and features a black plastic construction material that should protect
the buds from drops and bruises. There's a micro-USB charging port on the back; unfortunately, it cannot be loaded wirelessly. These in ears have decent quality. The ears feel plasticky but dense, and the charging case has a solid color. They should be able to survive a few crash drops without any problems. Earbuds are rated IPX4 for water and sweat
resistance, though we're not currently testing for that. These stomach is stable. Although they don't come up with raw stability, they should not fall during severe head movements. Six different type sizes are provided to achieve a better seal. Raycon E25 Phone Charging Case Micro-USB Charging Cable 6x Ear Manual Sticker Bass Amount 8.25 db Treb
Amount -2.98 db These in-ears have a very heavy fiddle, a somewhat V-shaped sound profile that provides a fairly costing experience. There's a deep dive into the mid-range and lower tree that makes voices and lead sounds far away. The trees are bright, which makes S and T sounds pierced and occasionally pain. Avg. Std. Deviation 0.13dBB Frequency
Raycon E25 is excellent frequency response. Once you achieve a suitable seal, should sound virtually identical every time you set them. Sad Err. 13.48 dB Low-Frequency Extension 10.15 Hz Low-Bass 12.98 dB Mid-Bass 15.3 dB High-Bass 15.9 DBB precision bass these ebuds are terrible. Although they have good bass extensions, they're
overemphasized throughout the entire row, particularly in their high-fists, making them mud sound and boomy. St. Err. 6.08dB Low-Mid 9.76dB Mid-Mid-0.74dB High-Mid-0.34dB These phones have poor middle accuracy. The upstairs of the low-middle make them mud sound, while the drop in the middle causes vocal and lead instruments to be sails and
naked away back into the mixture, often found by their bass. Sad Err. 5.73 dB Low-Treble 0.22 dB Mid-Treble 8.25dB High-Treble -2.05 dBB precision treb E25 Raycon A25 is sub-molding. Low quake is somewhat uneven tax, but football with lead instruments should sound mostly detailed and present. Unfortunately, the puck around the mid-tree range
causes some sibiltan sounds only sharp and pierced. Puck 3.0 db Diving 2.2 db These phones deliver a inadexption puck and performance dive. The mid-range is almost lost in the overwhelming fib response, while the puck in the treb makes higher sharp sound scores and pierced. Weight Delay Group 0.26 Weight Emlitude Mismatch 0.63 Weight Frequency
Mismatch 1.3 Weight Mismatch Phase 4.05 Raycon E25 has excellent imaginary performance. The backlog of weight groups is well below the auditory thresper, keeping the fib tight and transparent in tree. The L/R drivers are also well matched at amplitude, frequency, and response phase, which is important to accurately set the location of objects and
sound effects in the stereo image. This, in turn, results in a more immersive listening experience. That said, these results are only valid for our testing unit, and you can do a different way. PRTF Accuracy (Std. Dev.) N / A PRTF Size (Avg.) N / A PRTF Distance N / A Openness 2.8 Excitement Current Space 0.4 Like most in-ears, the E25 Raycon E25 has a
terrible passive sound. They don't interact with the ear outward by design, which is essential for creating a spacious, two-head experience. Model Top No speaker Model No Room Ambush No top tracking no virtual sound features. WHD @ 90 0.348 WHD @ 100 0,185 Raycon E25's harmonious default performance is decent. Reproducible frequency remains
within acceptable limits, for the most part, making audio reproduction fairly clean and pure. Firmware Unknown Power over Bluetooth Connection 4.2 SBC Code, 16-bit, 48kHz EQ No EQ ANC ANC Tip/Pad Silicone (BITS) Integrated Microphone these are settings used to test the Raycon E25. Our results are only valid when they're configured this way.
Overall Attention-19.82 dB Bass -7.77 dB Mid-17.12 dB Treb -35.36 dB With a suitable fit, these in-ears have satisfactory noise insulation. They do in harm's it comes in the bass range, where the bus and plane rumbles. However, they shine in the middle and treb range, as they block out quite a bit of ambient cats with higher-stained background noise, such
as hum in a nearby AC unit. Overall Leakage @ 1ft23.26dBB Following shipping to have outstanding audio fruit performance. They hardly flow at all, so you shouldn't be teasing people around you even if you listen to your music at a high volume. Integrated Yes In-Line There is no removable Boom No these phones have an integrated mik. LFE 348.96 Hz
FR Std. Dev. 3.37 dB HFE 2712.23 Hz Cuff THD 0.37C -0.12 dB microphone recording is the quality of microphone recording is pasable. Speech is natural and almost completely free of defects, but also quite thin and muffled, so people at the other end of the line can periodically have a hard time understanding you. SpNR13.96dB DB microphone noise
capacity is mediocre. It has trouble separating your voice from background noise, and when used in a very noisy environment like a subway, your voice is overpowered and incompremate to people at the other end of the line. Battery Type Continuous Rechargeable Battery Lifetime 5.9 hrs Additional Charge 3.0 Total Battery Lifetime 23.6 rs Charge Time 0.9
hrs Power-Saving Standby Mode Audio Features While Charging Passive Playback Passive Passive Not Loading Port Micro-USB Performance Battery Raycon E25 Is Pasable. It comes close to the six hours published to continuous playback and will enter a stand mode when no activity is detected. They also close after a few minutes if they are not
connected to any device, and they take less than an hour to charge. Yield cases are another three full charges, which should be more than enough to get you through the 9 every 5 days. App Name App Name iOS No Android No macOS No Equalized Window No Anc Control ANC Control Mic Control No Room Effect No Playback Control No Button Four No
Support Entourage No Companion Mobile Dedicated app for these early. Bluetooth Version 5.0 Multi-Device Pair No NFC Pair No Line In Sight Range 156 ft PC Latency (SBC) 431 ms PC Latency (aptX) N/A PC Latency (aptX HD) N / A PC Latency (aptX-LL) N / A iOS Latency 204 ms Android Latency 244 ms Raycon E25 Bluetooth performance is fine. They
support Bluetooth5.0, but not multi-device or NFC pairs. The latency across all platforms is too high to recommend them for video viewing or for banks, even if apps and devices seem to be compensated for this different lag, so your results can vary with real-world usage. The non-BT line of eye range N/A non-BT latency N/A phones are Bluetooth-only.
Analog Audio No USB Audio Not Detachable No Length N/A Connection No WireLess Option Analog /USB Audio Latency N/A Raycon E25 A May Not Use Wire. Loading cases are loaded via a micro-USB port located on the back and the given cable is very short. PC/PS4 Analog No PC/PS4 WireLESS USB No PC/PS4 Non-BTT Wireless No Raycon E25
use with a PC if your computer has Bluetooth capabilities or is equipped with a dongle Bluetooth USB, but are not compatible with the PS4. Xbox One Analog No Xbox One USB Wire No Xbox One Non Wireless Branch No Raycon E25 is not compatible with the Xbox One. Charging type USB Input No line in No Line Exit No Optical No input RCA Input No
Dock Load Wi Power Supply to USB case is charged via a micro-USB cable and keep three additional charges. When compared to other true advertisements, especially the other models offered in Raycon, the Raycon E25 is a bit of a mixed bag. On the one hand, they're more comfortable and portable due to their size, but on the other, audio reproductions
are heavily unbalanced, which makes them less musically versatile. But they're a good option for people with little ears or even those who love heavy-heavy music. For other alternatives, we are suggesting taking a look at our recommendations for the best truly cheaper earning, better attached to wireless, and better cancelled mud and ear waived. Raycon
E25 True Wireless are better than Raycon E55's Truly Wireless in her mixing. They have a lot of ownership and both have a very low-heavy sound, but the E25 are more comfortable, there are many better isolation rumors, as well as a better mud for phone calls. On the upside, the E55 has a much more stable fit, making them a good choice for sport if you
tend to have issues with earbuds falling out. Raycon E25 True Wireless are marginally better than the Raycon E50's Truly Wireless in terms of mixing it. E25s are more comfortable due to their size, and have better performance in isolation rumors, even boast a longer battery life and better munded quality, but the E50 has a significantly more accurate audio
reproduction, even if they sound dark and also quite bass-heavy. The Raycon E100 is truly wireless are better than the Raycon E25 True Wireless for mixed usage. Although the E100 has an overempsized bass and a sharp tree, they're significantly better at their audio reproduction and have better isolation rumors. Building quality is also greatly improved on
the E25; however, battery life is quite disappointing, only lasting about 3.5 hours per charge. Samsung's Galaxy Buds Truly Wireless are significantly better than the Raycon E25 True Wireless. They have a better quality building and stable fit, due to the finishing stability provided in the box. Unlike the Raycon, they have a fairly light fiss, but they're much
more accurate and can be customized in Samsung's mobile app, even if the choices are limited to preset. While Samsung has a longer continuous battery life, the charging case can only hold an extra charge. TOZO T6's Truly Wireless are better truly wireless than the Raycon E25 True Wireless. TOZO feels better made, has a better-balanced sound profile,
isolated background noise better, has wireless noise and an overall battery life. On the other hand, Raycon's are more comfortable, with longer duration of a single load.Raycon E25 True Wireless peaks similarly to the tops of TOZO T10 T10 Truly Wireless. The Raycon are significantly more comfortable, have a longer continuous battery life, and have better
control. On the other hand, THE TOZO has a more accurate sound profile, support loaded wireless, and they rated IPX8 for waterproof, though we're not currently testing for this. The Ylife True Wireless Earbuds are a bit better than Raycon E25 True Wireless, especially when it comes to sound quality. The Ylife is the best to sound completely. The Raycon
bounce has easier-to-use controls, including volume control, and the battery lifetime lasts longer on a single charge. The Ylife case holds up to 18 charges and has better noise isolation, so they're a bit better for communicating. + Show more
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